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5

Abstract6

Clustering is a technique in data mining which divides given data set into small clusters based7

on their similarity. K-means clustering algorithm is a popular, unsupervised and iterative8

clustering algorithm which divides given dataset into k clusters. But there are some9

drawbacks of traditional k-means clustering algorithm such as it takes more time to run as it10

has to calculate distance between each data object and all centroids in each iteration.11

Accuracy of final clustering result is mainly depends on correctness of the initial centroids,12

which are selected randomly. This paper proposes a methodology which finds better initial13

centroids further this method is combined with existing improved method for assigning data14

objects to clusters which requires two simple data structures to store information about each15

iteration, which is to be used in the next iteration. Proposed algorithm is compared in terms16

of time and accuracy with traditional k-means clustering algorithm as well as with a popular17

improved k-means clustering algorithm.18

19

Index terms— clustering, data mining, initial centroids, k-means clustering.20

1 Introduction21

ata mining refers to using a variety of data analysis techniques and tools to discover previously unknown, valid22
patterns and relationship in large dataset [5]. Data mining techniques like clustering and associations can be used23
to find meaningful patterns for future predictions. Clustering may be defined as preprocessing step in all data24
mining algorithms in which the data objects are divided into clusters which contains high intra-cluster similarity25
and low inter-cluster similarity [3], [10].26

Clustering can be applied to a wide range of fields like pattern recognition, marketing, image processing etc27
[3]. Clustering algorithms are mainly divided into partitioning, hierarchical, density based, grid based, model28
based clustering algorithms.29

Partitioning clustering algorithm first creates an initial set of k partition, where parameter k is the number30
of partitions to construct. It then uses an iterative relocation technique that tries to improve the clustering by31
moving objects from one class to another. Hierarchical clustering algorithm creates a hierarchical decomposition32
of the dataset using some criterion. The method can be categorized as being either agglomerative or divisive,33
based on how the hierarchical decomposition is designed. Density based clustering algorithm uses notion of34
density for clustering data objects. It either grows clusters according to the density of neighborhood objects or35
according to some density function. Grid based clustering algorithm first quantizes the object space into a finite36
number of cells that form a grid structure, and then performs clustering on the grid structure. Model based37
clustering algorithm attempts to optimize the fit between the given data and some mathematical model.38

K-means clustering is a partitioning clustering technique in which clusters are formed with the help of centroids.39
It follows unsupervised, non deterministic and iterative approach towards clustering. K-means clustering is40
processed by the minimization of the average squared Euclidean distance between the data objects and the41
cluster centroids. The result of the kmeans clustering algorithm is affected by the choice of initial centroid.42
Distinct initial centroid might result in distinct final clusters. Centroid of the cluster may be defined as the mean43
of the objects in a cluster. It may not necessarily be a member of the dataset.44
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6 PROPOSED ALGORITHM

2 II.45

3 TRADITIONAL K-MEANS CLUSTERING ALGORITHM46

K-means clustering is the most popular clustering algorithm [9]. In the traditional k-means clustering given47
dataset is classified into k numbers of disjoint clusters, where the value of k is given as input to the algorithm.48
The algorithm is implemented in two phases.In the first phase k centroids are selected randomly. In the second49
phase assignment of each data object to the closest centroid cluster is done. Distance between data objects50
and centroids is generally calculated by Euclidean distance. When all data objects are assigned to any of the k51
clusters, first iteration is completed and an early grouping is done. After completion of first iteration recalculation52
of centroids are done by taking mean of data objects of each cluster. As k new centroids are calculated, a new53
assignment is to be done between the same data objects and new centroids, generating loops which results in54
number of iterations. As a result of this loop k centroids and data objects may change their position in a step55
by step manner. Ultimately the situation will occur where the convergence criterion for clustering is achieved.56
In this algorithm generally Euclidean distance is used to find distance between data objects and centroids [3].57
Between one data object X = (x 1 , x 2 , ? x n ) and another data object Y = (y 1 , y 2 , ? y n ) the Euclidean58
distance d(X , Y)be calculated as follows:??(?? , ?? ) = { (?? 1 ? ?? 1 ) 2 + (?? 2 ? ?? 2 ) 2 + ? + (?? ?? ?59
?? ?? ) 2 } 1/260

III.61

4 DRAWBACKS OF TRADITIONAL K-MEANS CLUSTER-62

ING ALGORITHM63

Traditional K-means clustering algorithm has several drawbacks. The major drawback of traditional Kmeans64
clustering algorithm is its performance is mainly depends on the initial centroids, which are selected randomly65
and resulting clusters are different for different runs for the same input dataset. Another drawback includes66
distance calculation process of traditional kmeans algorithm which takes long time to converge clustering result,67
as it calculates the distance from each data object to every cluster centroids in each iteration while there is no68
need to calculate that distance each time. As in the resulting clusters some data objects still remains in the69
same cluster after several iteration. It affects the performance of the algorithms. One more drawback of k-means70
clustering is the requirement to give number of clusters formed as input by the user.71

IV.72

5 RELATED WORK73

Xiuyun Li et al. [1] proposed enhanced k-means clustering algorithm based on fuzzy feature selection. This74
algorithm generates weight of feature important factor to describe the contribution of each feature to the clustering75
and makes use of FIF to improve the similarity measure and then achieve the improved clustering result.76

Wang Shunye et al. [5] proposed an improved k-means clustering algorithm in the optimal initial centroids77
based on dissimilarity. This algorithm achieves the dissimilarity to reflect the degree of correlation between data78
objects then uses a Huffman tree to find the initial centroids. It takes less amount of time because the iteration79
diminishes through the Huffman algorithm.80

Shi Na et al. [3] proposed an improved kmeans clustering algorithm to increase efficiency of kmeans clustering81
algorithm. This algorithm requires two simple data structures to store information in every iteration which is to82
be used in the next iteration. The improved algorithm does less calculation, which saves run time.83

Mohammed El Agha et al. [4] proposed improved k-means clustering algorithm which has ElAgha initialization84
that uses a guided random technique as k-means clustering algorithm suffers from initial centroids problem.85
ElAgha initialization outperformed the random initialization and enhanced the quality of clustering with a big86
margin in complex datasets.87

K.A Abdul Nazeer et al. [2] proposed an algorithm to enhance accuracy and efficiency of the kmeans clustering88
algorithm. This algorithm consist of two phases. First phase is used to determine initial centroids systematically89
so as to produce clusters with better accuracy. Second phase is used for allocating data objects to the appropriate90
clusters in less amount of time. This algorithm outputs good clusters in less amount of time to run.91

V.92

6 PROPOSED ALGORITHM93

In this section a modified algorithm is proposed for improving the performance of k-means clustering algorithm.94
In the paper [3], authors proposed an improved k-means clustering algorithm to improve the efficiency of the95
k-means clustering algorithm but in this algorithm the initial centroids are selected randomly so this method is96
very sensitive to the initial centroids as random selection of initial centroids does not guarantee to output unique97
clustering result. In the paper [5], authors proposed an improved k-means clustering algorithm in the optimal98
initial centroids based on dissimilarity. However this algorithm is computationally complex and requires more99
time to run. In this paper we proposed a new approach for selecting better initial centroids which outputs the100
unique clustering result and increases the accuracy of basic k-means clustering algorithm and proposed approach101
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is combined with the algorithm of paper [3] for allocating the data objects to the suitable cluster. The algorithm102
of paper [3] is referred as shina improved kmeans clustering algorithm in this paper. We compared the traditional103
k-means clustering algorithm, shina improved k-means clustering algorithm [3] and proposed algorithm in terms104
of time and accuracy parameters.105

In the proposed algorithm distance of each data object from origin is calculated. Then the original data objects106
are sorted accordance with the sorted distance. Insertion sort is used for sorting in this paper. Now divide the107
sorted data objects into k equal sets. Take middle data object as the initial centroid from each set. This process108
of selecting centroid outputs better unique clustering result. Now for every data object in the dataset calculate109
distance from every initial centroid. The next step is an iterative process which reduces the required time to run.110
The data objects are assigned to the cluster which has the closest centroid. Two data structures cluster [ ] and111
dist[ ]are required to store information about the completed iteration of the algorithm. Array cluster [ ] stores112
the cluster number of data object from which it belongs to and array dist [ ] stores the distance of every data113
object from closest centroid. Next, for each cluster obtained in completed iteration the new centroid is calculated114
by taking the mean of its data objects.115

Then for each data object the distance is calculated from the new calculated centroid of its present cluster. If116
this distance is less than or equal to the previous closest distance, the data object remains in the same cluster117
otherwise for every remaining data object,calculate the distance from all new calculated centroids. Next, the118
data objects are assigned to the cluster which has the closest centroids. Now array cluster and dist are updated119
storing new values obtained in this step. This reassigning process is repeated until no change in the centroids of120
cluster.121

7 VI. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS AND DISCUSSION122

All the experiments are carried out on core i3 Intel based PC machine with 4 GB RAM, running on WINDOWS123
7 64 bits operating environment and Programming Platform is MATLAB version R2013a.124

In this paper two different datasets are taken from the UCI repository of machine learning databases [6] to125
test the performance of the proposed k-means clustering algorithm and for comparing the traditional kmeans126
clustering algorithm, shina improved k-means clustering algorithm [3] and proposed algorithm of this paper. IRIS127
and WINE datasets are selected as the test datasets [6]. The values of attributes are numeric.128

A brief introduction of the datasets used in experimental evaluation is given in the table below:129

8 b) Wine dataset130

This dataset contains the chemical analysis of wine in the same region of Italy but three different cultivators.131
The dataset contains 178 instances and three classes with 13 attributes. First class contains 59, second class132
contains 71 and third class contains 48 instances. The attributes of dataset are alcohol, malic acid, ash, alcalinity133
of ash, magnesium, total phenols, flavonoids, nonflavanoids phenols, proanthocyanins, Color intensity, hue,134
OD280/OD315 of diluted wines and proline.135

The same datasets are given as input to all the algorithms. Number of k is given three for both the datasets.136
Experiment compares proposed k-means clustering algorithm with the traditional k-means clustering algorithm137
and with the shina improved kmeans [3] in terms of time and accuracy. Accuracy: Accuracy is the ratio of138
correctly predicted instances divided by total number of instances. Time: It is the amount of time that passes139
from the start of an algorithm to its finish.140

Accuracy of clustering is determined by comparing the clustering results with the clusters already available141
in the UCI datasets [6]. Traditional and shina improved k-means clustering algorithm gives different accuracy142
and time for every run as it selects initial centroid randomly. So these algorithms are executed several time and143
average of accuracy and time is taken. Accuracy of proposed k-means clustering algorithm is unique at every run144
but time is different for each run so it is also executed several time and average of time is taken. The result of145
experiment shows that the proposed k-means clustering algorithm can output the better unique clustering result146
in less amount of time than traditional k-means clustering algorithm and shina improved k-means clustering147
algorithm [3]. As it selects better initial centroids which result in reduction of iterations. Shina improved method148
[3] of assigning data objects to the appropriate clusters results in less combines both this methods and results in149
less time to run. At the same time the proposed k-means clustering algorithm can improve the accuracy of the150
algorithm.151

9 VII.152

CONCLUSION K-means clustering algorithm is one of the most popular and an effective algorithm to cluster153
datasets which is used in number of fields like scientific and commercial applications. However, this algorithm154
has several drawbacks such as selection of initial centroid is random which does not guarantee to output unique155
clustering result and k-means clustering has more number of iterations and distance calculations which finally156
result in more amount of time to run. Various enhancements have been carried out on the Traditional k-means157
clustering algorithm by different researchers considering different drawbacks. The proposed algorithm combines158
a systematic way for selecting initial centroids and an efficient method for assigning data objects to clusters.159
So proposed algorithm is found to be more accurate, efficient and feasible. The value of k required number of160
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9 VII.

clusters is still required to be given as an input to the proposed algorithm. Intelligent pre estimation of the value161
of k is suggested as a future work. 1 2

2

Figure 1: D 2 Global
162
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Figure 2: Algorithm 1 :

Figure 3: Global
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9 VII.

1234

Figure 4: Fig. 1 :Fig. 2 :Fig . 3 :Fig. 4 :

1

Dataset Number of attributes Number of instances
Iris 4 150
Wine 13 178

Figure 5: Table 1 :

3

Traditional Shina Proposed
Parameters K-means clustering Improved k-means K-means clustering

algorithm clustering algorithm
algorithm

Accuracy (In %) 64 66 70
Time (In ms) 115 27 10

Figure 6: Table 3 :
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